PEPSICO’S CLIMATE
ACTION STRATEGY
MITIGATION:
HOW WE’LL
GET THERE

■ Renewable electricity (RE) in operations

■ More RE in operations and in third party
manufacutring

■ Regenerative (regen) practices in key supply
chains like corn, wheat, oils, potatoes and oats

● Electriﬁcation and biofuels
■ More regen and precision ag in key ingredients

■ Precision conservation agriculture and
demonstration farms to track and scale practices
uptake

■ RE on farm and in processing

■ Energy efficiency in manufacturing

Achieve NET-ZERO emissions by
2040, one decade earlier than
called for in the Paris Agreement

75% and indirect value chain (Scope 3)

■ Emission reductions in supplier operations

● Renewable materials for ﬂexible ﬁlm packaging

■ Lightweight packaging

by 40% by 2030 (2015 baseline)

■ Optimization of owned logistics networks

RESILIENCE:
PLANNING FOR
THE FUTURE

● Circular business models for packaging

■ More efficient transportation modes & biofuels

■ More RE in vending machines and coolers

● Low-carbon fuels in logistics

■ Energy efficiency in vending machines and coolers

Owned operations and 3rd-party manufacturing
Agriculture
Packaging
Transportation
Vending and Cooling Equipment

■ Scale-able solutions available today
● Scale-able solutions needed

● Electric vehicles in both company & thirdparty logistics
■ RE for vending machines and coolers

● Internal carbon price pilot

SHIFT to renewable
electricity and
fuels globally

● Renewable fuels in manufacturing
■ 100% RE in operations and more RE in
third-party manufacutring
■ Regen and precision ag at scale
● Dairy feed and forage interventions
■ RE in key ingredient processing
● Carbon insetting at scale
● High levels of recycled content in plastic packaging
■ Recyclable, compostable or biodegradable
across all packaging

■ More recycled content in packaging

■ Sustainably sourced commodities
like palm oil and sugar cane
■ Recycled content in packaging

direct operations (Scope 1 and 2) by

DEVELOP sustainable
manufacturing,
warehousing and
distribution

● Herd health management and efficiency in dairy

■ Carbon 'inset' projects

REDUCE absolute emissions across

■/●
■/●
■/●
■/●
■/●

REDUCE virgin material use,
increase recycled materials
like rPET and use lowcarbon alternatives or
renewable materials

Further SCALE
sustainable agriculture
and regenerative
practices

OUR NEW GOAL

KEY

The realities of climate change are increasingly disrupting the food system, and as a global food
and beverage leader, PepsiCo has a responsibility to be a positive force to address and manage this
trend. PepsiCo’s climate action strategy is centered around both MITIGATION, reducing greenhouse
gas emissions (GHG) to decarbonize its supply chain, and RESILIENCE, reducing vulnerabilities to
the impacts of climate change by incorporating climate risk into business continuity plans.

■ Carbon storage through soil sequestration,
reforestation and peatland regeneration
● Circular business models at scale
● Opportunities to switch to RE maxed out
across value chain
● Opportunities to switch to renewable
fuel or electricity maxed out in logistics

REDUCE
emissions
40% by
2030

Achieve
NET-ZERO
emissions

REMOVAL

2015

2019

HORIZON 1

By assessing the risks of climate
change and the opportunities
that may arise from climate
policy adoptions, we hope to
protect vulnerabilities and be a
leader in driving systemic change.

2021

Risk: Higher
temps affect crop
growing cycles
Opportunity:
Heat-resistant
crop varieties and
regenerative ag
practices

HORIZON 2

2024

Risk: Storm
damage from
extreme weather
events
Opportunity:
Enhanced business
continuity plans

HORIZON 3

Risk: Coastal
ﬂooding/sea
level rise
Opportunity:
Planning for
manufacturing
footprint
adjustments

2030

2040

Risk: Drought
Opportunity:
Water security
through holistic
watershed
solutions

Risk:
Carbon tax
Opportunity:
Decarbonize
ahead of tax

